• JaaS • 15:1 particularly in California. 4 Not only did this group of immigrants bring with them a particular set of expectations about the American Dream, but also, more important, a set of tools that would help them to enact it.
In this essay, I present evidence from interviews with and observations of Filipinos engaged in different forms of property ownership in Daly City, California. I argue that in response to experiencing various forms of exclusion from full citizenship in the United States, Filipino immigrants practice a cultural logic of "being American" informed by a conception of the American Dream that is intrinsically tied to property ownership in suburban neighborhoods. Historically, Asians in the United States have been viewed as unfit for citizenship. Their presence in America has been continually haunted by their perception as unassimilable and perpetually foreign. 5 The idea of the American Dream, and the liberal notions of work and success embedded within it, provides immigrants with the hope of belonging from within this differentiated context. As an ideal intrinsically linked to owning property, enacting the American Dream reconfigures homeownership as a theater. 6 Here, Filipinos, capable of purchasing homes in suburban neighborhoods, often practice homeownership as a way of performing citizenship and "appearing" to be an American in the face of dogged views that see them as foreigners regardless of their official legal statuses. 7 New immigrants migrating to the United States from the Philippines, attracted to cheaper housing prices in Daly City and the city's short distance to the vibrant metropolis of San Francisco, often found their way into the newly built suburban developments emerging throughout Daly City during the 1970s. Internal migration from South San Francisco would meet this new influx of immigration and filter into the growing cluster of Filipinos who had begun settling throughout Daly City's neighborhoods. By 2000, the prototypical suburb became the predominant home of a contemporary wave of post-1965 Filipino immigrants and their families. 8 The predominantly Filipino-populated area of suburban Daly City mirrors various sites throughout California whereby Filipinos not only show high rates of homeownership but ownership in particularly suburban areas as well.
In this essay, I complicate persistent views that perceive the settlement of immigrants into suburban neighborhoods as solely indicative of rational choice or economic impulse. I frame the investment in and oftentimes disjointed process of economic succession or assimilation within a discourse of navigation as a way of describing the strategic practices utilized by Filipinos against a backdrop of differential citizenship. 9 The framework of differential citizenship emphasizes the contested nature producing the very terrain of immigrant settlement. Here, the meanings of property, homeownership, middle class, and the American Dream, which tend to be taken for granted by immigration literature, are continually contested and redefined through the various relationships between Filipinos and the dominant society surrounding them.
Structures of racial, economic, and gendered inequality and exclusion historically sustained throughout the governing of the U.S. nationstate have produced various cultural logics for immigrants. 10 As Aihwa Ong explains, these logics are informed by and translated from a set of "semi-conscious codes [that] are exquisitely clear to newcomers and are part of the everyday experience of minorities and immigrants as they learn to negotiate rules of belonging that are taken for granted by the mainstream."
11 Contrary to theories of assimilation, which assume that immigrants can fully integrate into the receiving society, Ong's notion of cultural logics reflects the ways in which immigrants are continuously positioned in a paradoxical relationship to a norm into which they may never fully assimilate.
While contemporary scholarship in Asian American studies contributes to our understanding of the ways in which Filipinos in the United States continue to experience exclusion, this essay examines how Filipinos continue to navigate the differentiating effects created by forms of liberal citizenship. As Filipino homeowners are privy to this paradox to differing degrees, they continue to operate from a cultural logic that identifies the performance of homeownership as a primary means of navigating through the various exclusions inherent in American society. Rather than offering a path to full inclusion and incorporation into the dominant culture, however, the ambivalently felt effects of this cultural logic serve to maintain the self-governing notions embedded within concepts of the American Dream and consequently stabilize the liberal notions of self-reliance and equal opportunity constituted within it. Framing practices of homeown- ership within the context of performing citizenship intervenes into the economic rationale and the proliferation of images that evoke the model minority myth that continues to predominate the intersecting fields of Asian American studies and urban studies. By emphasizing the cultural logic around investments in the American Dream and the production and consumption of status, the differentiating effects of U.S. citizenship that Asian and Asian Americans continue to experience and navigate in the United States can more clearly be recognized.
the cultural logIc of homeownershIp, classlessness, and the amerIcan dream
Several studies analyzing data from the 2000 U.S. Census show that Filipinos have increasingly been settling into distinctly suburban neighborhoods and are just as likely to purchase homes as whites. 12 Scholars have developed a variety of theories that help to explain this trend in suburban homeownership among Filipino immigrants. The prevailing literature suggests three broad and interrelated theories on homeownership: spatial assimilation, rational choice, or familial needs. Intrinsic to all three of these models is the theory of cultural assimilation, a widely held assumption that the social distance separating immigrants and their children from the dominant society will decrease over time and become less distinct from other Americans. For this reason, scholars tend to view rates of homeownership alongside other categories like educational attainment and professional integration as determinants of success in the United States. Analyzing immigrant homeownership from this framework ignores the structural obstacles that contribute to the complexity and ambivalences within patterns of immigrant settlement and practices.
The spatial assimilation model suggests that immigrants will leave their ethnic urban neighborhoods and move into suburban neighborhoods as their incomes increase. 13 Scholars who ascribe to this model perceive the immigrant's choice to purchase a home as both integral and necessary to their assimilation within the dominant society. Homeownership thus provides evidence that immigrants want to stay in the United States and are willing to adopt the necessary characteristics that will help them adjust to the place in which they are settling.
14 Along with owning a home, proficiency in English, high educational attainment for themselves and their children, and integration into higher-skilled labor sectors are also viewed as characteristics indicative of eventual assimilation of immigrants into the dominant culture. Rational choice theory, a second theory utilized by scholars to explain this trend, is directly linked to the spatial assimilation model described above and also views social integration as an inevitable process. However, this theory emphasizes the economic motivations behind homeownership. According to those who ascribe to rational choice theory, "traditional wisdom" suggests that the tax advantages accrued by homeownership make investments in homeownership a prudent and rational decision. 15 Since buying a home is viewed primarily as a reliable investment, immigrants who move to suburban neighborhoods, where their home would acquire more value, is perceived as "common sense." Patterns of segregation are thus seen as an outcome determined by choice, having little to do with social inequality. Here, rational choice is more clearly a choice driven by the market, an economic rationale where the accumulation of capital is the primary motivating factor. The model of rational choice theory asserts that immigrants, given the opportunity, would most certainly live in neighborhoods that added value to their investments.
The third theory is linked to the rational choice model but emphasizes the need for space that homes provide. In this model, as individuals marry and their families expand, they require additional space and therefore choose to purchase homes in the suburbs. 16 This model problematically ignores the strong possibility that individuals who possess the means to do so will buy a home in the suburbs regardless of whether they have children. Furthermore, this theory assumes a particular heteronormative logic around families and home owning, which ignores that fact that many Americans throughout the United States cannot or do not act according to such norms. For instance, many gay men and lesbian partners are incapable of adopting children due to state legislation that restricts gay men and lesbians from adopting. This model also ignores the growing number of couples who choose, for different reasons, not to have children at all. 17 The variations of assimilation theory described above are grounded in several problematic assumptions, most of which have already been
critiqued by numerous scholars. However, I am questioning a larger assumption that underlies all of the theories used to explain Filipino suburban homeownership-the assumption that homeownership, along with other characteristics perceived as demonstrating assimilation into broader U.S. society, is available equally to all immigrants who desire to become citizens. These assumptions, espoused through liberal discourses like the American Dream, elide and conceal the various obstacles that immigrants often encounter throughout their attempts to integrate themselves into the larger fabric of dominant culture. Theories of assimilation and the models of economic choice stemming from them assume that immigrants have complete control over how they are received in society and the extent to which they integrate themselves into the dominant culture. Oftentimes, choices about where immigrants live and the kinds of material capital in which they attempt to invest are constrained and dependent upon the levels of inclusion and exclusion they experience while settling in the United States.
Complete assimilation theory not only involves acculturation, the adoption of various beliefs and practices of the dominant culture, but also the full incorporation of these immigrants into the larger societal fabric. This kind of incorporation becomes complicated when set against the history of alienation and exclusion seen throughout the experiences of Asians in the United States. The fundamental question driving the paradox between theories of assimilation and processes of citizenship and racial formation is: how do Asians, including Filipinos, experience full incorporation and thus become fully assimilated when the very process constituting the racial formation of Asians in the United States is grounded in exclusion as the "perpetual foreigner"?
An alternative framework for understanding the reasons for Filipino homeownership can be found in Aiwa Ong's notion of "cultural logics," partly described earlier. Ong uses the concept of cultural logics to "tease out the rationalities (political, economic, cultural) that shape migration, relocation, business networks, state-capital relations, and all transnational processes that are apprehended through and directed by cultural meanings." 18 Her analysis allows for a view of immigration through a more nuanced transnational lens. It pays particular attention to the practices of immigrants, which are based on a combination of rationalities, whether economic, political, or social. These rationalities, or logics, create a map for immigrants to navigate in societies where they are, to differing degrees, viewed as outsiders.
The concept of cultural logics stems from Ong's critique of liberal notions of citizenship and the ways in which most American citizens perceive their place in the United States. Earlier Enlightenment philosophers such as Locke and Rousseau were preeminent in constructing citizenship through the fundamental notion that all men were inherently free and equal. However, the complexities constituting the terms "men" and "free" had various consequences on historical debates around race and racial formation, and as such, liberal notions of citizenship continue to demarcate membership in American society. Ong seeks to conceive of citizenship as a form of subject-making, where cultural citizenship refers to "cultural practices and beliefs produced out of negotiating the often ambivalent and contested relations with the state and its hegemonic forms that establish the criteria of belonging within national population and territory."
19 Cultural citizenship is thus a simultaneous process of self-making and being made "within webs of power linked to the nation state and civil society." 20 In contrast to the primary assumption underlying assimilation theory-the basic belief that immigrants can fully assimilate and experience full incorporation into U.S. society-I argue, following Ong, that Filipinos, like other Asians, are continuously positioned in a paradoxical relationship to a norm that they will never fully attain. Consequently, Filipinos are compelled to operate, albeit ambivalently, through certain cultural logics; in this case, the logic they enact is the performance of citizenship through homeownership. Thus, the practice of homeownership among immigrants can be understood as a response to and effect of differential citizenship.
However, immigrants are not forced, in the conventional sense of the term, to buy homes or even assimilate. They are operating within a set of preexisting choices that simultaneously benefit them in some ways while also working for the good of the larger state. The American Dream, through its discourse of self-reliance and equal opportunity, makes the particular "choice" of owning a home appealing and beneficial. While its ultimate expression, the full inclusion promised by liberal citizenship, The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) defines the American Dream as "the ideal that every citizen of the United States should have an equal opportunity to achieve success and prosperity though hard work, determination, and initiative." Here, self-reliance and equal opportunity are given salience through the notion of the middle class, a kind of class status that in many ways mutes and conceals differences and the kinds of tensions that these differences might catalyze. It homogenizes various groups of people by weaving their aspirations into a particular logic that becomes invariably informed by a unique sense of classlessness. 21 According to Robert Seguin's interpretation of this American amalgamation of classlessness, the middle class in the United States is both an ideology and a performance: "The middle-class, in this way, becomes accessible to a wide range of individuals as long as they possess certain signifiers of cultural capital . . . a social-semantic structure capable of a range of investments, and supporting a range of practices and beliefs." 22 At the same time, the American Dream simultaneously individualizes subjects through the real and imagined opportunities created by aspirations of social mobility and the responsibility of one's own success contained within the discourse of self-reliance and equal opportunity. Presupposing the idea of the American Dream is not the "ideal that everyone in the United States should have equal opportunity" as the OED defines it, but a belief that everyone does have the equal opportunity to achieve success and opportunity. Reciprocal to this logic is a belief that failure in America is not an outcome of larger social inequalities but the fault of the individual. I argue that suburbs, particularly prototypical ones like Daly City, exude a kind of middle-class-ness that provides individuals not only an incentive to pursue the American Dream but also allows them to perform citizenship.
Another characteristic intrinsic to the American Dream is its ability to straddle reality and fantasy. William Clark argues that one reason for this is how the American Dream "embodies not only aspirations but also the avenues by which they can be realized. Without opportunities, dreams remain just that." 23 In Clark's study on how Asian and Latino immigrants conceive and pursue the American Dream in the United States, he is careful to pay equal attention to the immaterial aspects of the Dream apart from its common perception as the opportunity to "make money, to buy a house, and to ensure an education for the next generation." 24 For Americans, both immigrant and non-immigrants alike, the American Dream embodies not only an ideology of success but also the entitlement to it, including the opportunity to achieve the success of homeownership, education, and financial stability.
The power of the American Dream lies not simply in the allure of homeownership (that is, the stability of income and employment that serves as a prerequisite of homeownership), but it entails a promise of social mobility and equal opportunity through the liberal precepts binding its logic together. 25 This logic is driven by "the enduring notion that even those who are poor and have limited skills can succeed." 26 Owning a home has become synonymous with the American Dream because it symbolizes these promises and marks the materialization of one's hard work and success. This allure functions as a mechanism driving a continual influx of labor migration. Unfortunately, these aspirations have also produced much of the fear and anxiety directed toward immigrants, in the form of nativism, throughout U.S. history, along with myriad subsequent exclusionary policies.
The liberal fantasy of the American Dream conveys a lifestyle of white picket fences, two-car garages, manicured lawns, and, most important, the security gained from "being American." Just as the "idea" of America has played a fundamental role in forming the everyday practices of many white Americans and other individuals born in the United States, this ideal has permeated the imagination of Filipinos and other immigrants arriving and settling in the United States as well. 27 The kinds of houses white Americans buy, the neighborhoods they desire to live in, the kinds of work they choose, and even the schools they aspire to send their children to have created a model for immigrants to adopt, not merely as a sign of being "like" other Americans but as evidence that they are American and should be incorporated as such.
• JaaS 30 This shift not only turned a once predominantly male configuration of Filipino migrants into a predominantly female one due to the gendered transformation of global labor migration into the United States, but the socioeconomic background of Filipinos in the United States became extremely heterogeneous as well. Many of the migrants arriving after 1965 were skilled, were educated, and as such were capable of amassing an income that, together with other Filipinos, was statistically higher than the average American's. 31 As such, all of the participants that I interviewed identified as upper middle class or middle class. All of the respondents were also working professionals who were either employed in fields such as nursing and engineering as soon as they arrived to the United States or had the education or familial support to find a foothold in those and other high-skilled professions.
I located my respondents using a snowball method beginning with a random search of Filipino realtors listed in the yellow pages and on realty websites. After conducting in-depth interviews with the realtors I had sampled, I identified Filipino homebuyers to interview by asking the realtors for a list of clients they had sold homes to or by meeting clients during my participant observations of open houses. The majority of the respondents came to the United States as working adults who were married and had children before they migrated. Only three of the respondents came to the United States as adolescents, and, unlike those who arrived as adults, they emphasized the involuntariness of their migration. Often when asked to describe their reasons for coming to the United States, they expressed sadness for having left friends and family in the Philippines and ambivalence with regard to their integration in the United States. Those who migrated as adults also conveyed a sense of ambivalence about migrating to the United States, but their intentions and goals were much clearer. They often expressed the desire to find stable work to help raise their children and to obtain opportunities that were not available to them in the Philippines.
Crucially, I never asked if any of my respondents were U.S. citizens. Instead, I observed the ways in which each interviewee alluded to his or her status throughout the interviews. 32 Just four of my interviewees openly stated that they were not U.S. citizens: three of them had obtained Legal Permanent Resident status, and one was currently in the process of obtaining her green card. In several cases, it was not clear whether the respondents were U.S. citizens or to what extent they were in the process of obtaining citizenship. Instead, they frequently pointed to their spouses as having citizenship rather than directly saying whether they themselves had it.
In order to move away from the traditional analytic approach taken by sociologists and economists who study homeownership and assimilation, I asked questions designed to get at the meanings embedded in the "American Dream," "property," and being "middle class," and the ways in which my respondents enacted these meanings through homeownership. For instance, I asked, "Why did you choose to purchase a home?" rather than "your home," since respondents tended to take for granted the reasons for purchasing their home. Rather than asking the general question, "What reasons led you to purchase a home?" I asked respondents to explain the specific reasons for purchasing the type house that they bought: "Why did you buy a home with a two-car garage rather than a one-car garage?" "Why did you purchase a two-story home?" or "Why did you
choose a home with this particular size of a backyard?" Asking questions with such specificity was helpful for gaining an understanding of how, as Hann argues, "the word 'property' is best seen as directing attention to a vast field of cultural as well as social relations, to the symbolic as well as the material contexts within which things are recognized and personal as well as collective identities made." 33 That is to say that the idea of property contains a set of social practices that have the effect of subject making. 34 If a Filipino homeowner had enough room in his or her backyard to host a large party for friends or could provide an extended family member with a spare bedroom, for instance, that Filipino was conferred a particular status, which enabled others to see that person as "being American" and, as such, "having made it."
In order to identify and understand these enacted meanings, I not only conducted in-depth interviews but also implemented a Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA). CDA attempts to show the implicit manner in which language creates and reflects the complex dynamics of knowledge/ power. Through this methodological framework, I coded each interview, setting aside particular themes drawn out from the data that correlated to notions of the "American Dream," "middle class," and "property," among others. CDA is also helpful in disentangling the meanings of nonverbal language, such as visual images (posters, advertisements, flags) and body language (physical affect, gestures, and so forth)-all of which are different components of meaning making or what Norman Fairclough refers to as semiosis. 35 daly cIty, fIlIpInos, and homeownershIp While walking through Daly City, one cannot help but feel overwhelmed by the sense of being nowhere and everywhere at the same time. The syncopated repetition of its architecture is characteristic of what has come to be known as the suburban landscape. On foot, walking the city becomes a daunting task with all of its winding roads and abrupt inclines. By car, one might sense that the topical terrain of the city is at odds with the distinctly suburban grid through which the city was designed. Subsequently, the sometimes illogic mapping of Daly City forces drivers to pay close attention for inconspicuous markers that might reveal their location. thE pErformancE of propErty • Pido • Emerging out of the suburban ideals produced during the post-World War II period, the distinct familiarity intentionally brought on by the suburban landscape allows both visitors and residents who come to and eventually settle in Daly City to feel like they could be residing anywhere in the United States. Surrounded by a controlled architecture, perfectly graded streets, regulated front yards, and matching color schemes, much of Daly City's suburban design espouses a type of class ideal that confines individuality. Its built environment, like other suburban neighborhoods, functions to exude homogeneity. The production of this type of space also reflects the symbolic economy of its residents and serves to convey a sense (albeit entirely false) of financial security, peace of mind, and perhaps most important, a visual sense of social equality. It is not until roaming its winding streets and navigating past its steep hills for some time that an occasional visitor would begin to spot the Filipino-owned stores and restaurants sparsely dotted along inconspicuous streets or hidden among other stores in smaller shopping centers. Restaurants like Goldilocks, The Manila Bay Express, and Manila Bay Cuisine, as well as the various remittance outlets strewn alongside Filipino-owned markets, quietly mark Daly City as a Filipino space.
Within the last forty years, Daly City has transformed into a Filipino cultural community. 36 Built by urban refugees who were seeking places to live after the disastrous 1906 San Francisco earthquake and the subsequent fire that engulfed much of the city, Daly City eventually became incorporated in 1911. Its economy was originally based in dairy and cabbage farming but began expanding in the 1950s. By 1965, Daly City's demographics began to shift once again due to two major developments making the city a focal point for Filipino settlement in the United States. First, city officials inspired to make Daly City into a major suburban hub passed an ordinance that paved the way for the construction of the Serramonte district in the southern part of the city. The Suburban Realty Company led the building of the Serramonte neighborhood and its adjacent shopping center, among other suburban developments in the city. 37 Eventually, this development would become an epicenter for the Filipino community in Daly City.
Today, the neighborhood, like the larger city surrounding it, remains void of ethnic markers identifying it as a Filipino neighborhood. It is 38 The hospital would be renamed the Seton Medical Center in 1983. At its very opening, the hospital actively recruited nurses and medical technicians from the Philippines. From the time of the hospital's opening until now, according to municipal census data, Seton Medical Center continues to be the largest employer in Daly City.
The Filipino population in Daly City, which in 1970 numbered about 2,677, multiplied more than five times by 1980, reaching 13,800. Drawing upon interviews with Filipinos living throughout Daly City, Benito Vergara uses a theory of spatial assimilation to explain why Filipinos began settling in Daly City in such large numbers. 39 Vergara asserts that "most likely . . . Daly City's proximity to San Francisco was the deciding factor: many Filipino residents of Daly City had lived in San Francisco upon their arrival, then moved to the suburbs once they could afford a bigger house." 40 Joseph, who first moved in with family members in the "old part of town" near Mission Blvd. upon arriving to Daly City in 1981, agrees with Vergara's assessment, explaining that "Daly City being considered a bedroom community was an easy destination for many [ There is a particular sense of classlessness and homogeneity exuding from the suburban landscape of Daly City. Although the majority of Daly City's population is Filipino, there are few ethnic markings that distinguish Daly City as a particularly Filipino ethnoburb. 45 As already mentioned, Filipino businesses and restaurants are speckled throughout the city. Their placement lacks a coherent rationale or commercial center characteristic of what one would expect to see in traditional ethnic enclaves or even within newer forms of contemporary suburban ethnic enclaves like Monterrey Park, California. 46 Just as apparent is the lack of non-English linguistic markers that tend to be imprinted on street names or business signs and mark an enclave as distinctly unique from the neighborhoods or cities surrounding it. Apart from a sparse collection of stores on Mission Street and St. Francis Square, however, most of the Filipino businesses and restaurants are inconspicuously interspersed among others or hidden away on unfrequented street corners. As such, Daly City is distinctly not unique. Its landscape and built environment are unexceptional compared to infinite number of suburban neighborhoods one would find anywhere and everywhere across America.
Hidden away, beyond the surface of the "boxes" seen in the distance from the freeway, are manicured lawns, broadly paved streets, and cars upon cars-also characteristic of suburban life but not of a traditional ethnic enclave. The counterintuitive configurations of Daly City, which is simultaneously a prototypical suburb and a largely Filipino neighborhood, leads Vergara to ask, "How does the fog of this American suburb apparently conceal-and why this concealment of the lives of people who comprise a third of its residents?" 47 Contrary to Vergara's assertion that this invisibility is imposed "from outside," participants in my study suggest that this invisibility is partially self-imposed as a means of "fitting in" thE pErformancE of propErty Unlike Phil, Melanie, an administrator at Jefferson High School in Daly City, exclaimed that she enjoyed having her non-Filipino friends over to her house precisely because of all the effort she took to remodel her home in order to make it "look [as] American" as possible. "Do you know how much money I spent to redo this kitchen and the backyard? You're not sitting in Manila now are you?" Melanie laughs as she poses the question. "[My husband and I] are obsessed with those remodeling shows, we get all our ideas from those shows. How else would we know how to make the home more American? We don't want our friends to see our house and think it looks too tacky. Like we won the lottery and didn't know what to do with our money!" 49 The practice of imagining the middle class, for those Filipinos who could afford it, maintains a certain congruency with the dominant narrative of the suburban landscape, which helps to mute ethnic and racial differences. Much deeper than what may seem as a simple act of owning luxurious objects such as a home, being capable of enacting a sense of classlessness through homeownership in a suburb allows Filipinos not only to appear like Americans but to imagine themselves as such as well. When asked if anyone ever questions her citizenship status in the United States, Teresa, a forty-nine-year-old Filipina who moved to Daly City in 1984, admitted that she was still not a U.S. citizen, saying, "I don't tell people that I'm not a citizen. My husband is one but I am still in the process of getting my green card. Nobody has ever asked me. I think it's because The possibility of homeownership particularly within suburban neighborhoods has become a primary driving force for much of the immigration that Daly City experiences. Rick Bonus explains the tendency for many Filipino third-wavers to "try to ignore or brush aside the impact of racism on their lives by . . . taking extra jobs to gain greater financial security." He astutely mentions other attempts to "pass" by "acting like an American." One example Bonus provides is the choice that many Filipino parents make to speak to their children exclusively in English "to protect them from possibly being maltreated in school and other public places." 51 In the context of such performances, one can imagine the lure of classlessness in a suburban neighborhood like Daly City.
When asked whether respondents were middle class and what being middle class means, Arnold, a fifty-two-year-old postal worker, was perplexed, Well in the part of Daly City where we live [in Westlake], you can't tell. I don't know what it means to be middle class because I always think that we're all middle class I guess. It's not like in the Philippines. Where I grew up, you can tell who has money and who doesn't. Here everyone has the same things-at least when you look on the outside. So maybe we're not all middle class then. It just seems that way.
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There are various social mechanisms, of which suburbs are only one, that make social divisions less clearly defined in the United States. For many Filipinos, the economic returns of living in a suburb only partially explain the particular ways Filipinos inhabit Daly City's landscape. Owning a home in a suburban neighborhood becomes a way of "being American" by identifying themselves as neither rich nor poor, but "just like everyone else." Mel, a fifty-three-year-old man who migrated from Pangasinan in 1973, described being middle class with the same tentativeness conveyed by Arnold: "You have a car or maybe two. You live in a single-family home. You have a good job. And your kids go to college. It's hard to say really thE pErformancE of propErty This ideal of classlessness is infused within and espoused throughout the cultural norms and popular images of the single-family home and homeownership of private and intensely gendered spaces. Filipino American realtors, who proliferate the industry throughout the Bay Area, continuously evoked these same images while selling homes to Filipinos. Due to economic reasons, the majority of Filipino American realtors I interviewed were quick to express that their clientele were not solely composed of Filipinos and Filipino Americans. In fact, one realtor adopted her maiden name on her real estate license and business card rather than the surname of her husband because "it sounded more Spanish or even Italian than Filipino, which is harder to pronounce for Americans." The Filipino and Filipino American community that predominate in cities like Daly City, however, create a particular niche for many Filipino American realtors who work both independently and as agents with larger firms. As realtors, these Filipino Americans were uniquely positioned as "gatekeepers," who often sold the ideals of classlessness through the aspirations for homeownership of newly emigrated Filipinos and Filipino Americans already living in the United States.
Rolly, a retired mechanical engineer who dabbled in realty for several years at the end of his career, is now a full-time agent working with Century 21. Rolly was able to utilize his background in design to enhance his ability to sell homes. Along with being a realtor, Rolly also draw ups interior designs and additions to homes Filipino Americans already bought or are planning to buy. Rolly remarked on how he often encouraged his clients to add another bedroom in order to make room for visiting relatives or to expand their garages in case clients wanted to purchase another vehicle.
It's clear what having a home means for Filipinos. They ask me to redesign their backyards so that they can host parties. So I tell them to put in a swimming pool or to wire the backyard so that they can add a surround system for music or for a boxing match. The [Filipina] wives ask me to make improvements to the kitchen. Put in a new countertop or make space for a bigger refrigerator. It's important to have more space, because Filipinos always have guests over. It's not really about looking like they are rich. It's about proving that they are successful and can fit in with their neighbors and friends.
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Rolly, like many other Filipino American realtors, continually expressed how "fitting in" equated to "success." Genevieve, who immigrated to Daly City and originally worked as a microbiologist for almost three decades before leaving her lab to become a realtor, provided examples that differentiated her Filipino clients from non-Filipino clients. While a number of her clientele were often attracted to the safety of gated communities around Daly City or the house's proximity to schools for their children, Genevieve remarked on how traditional features of American suburbs were the key characteristics that drew immediate interest from her Filipino clientele. Classlessness, for many of my interviewees, not only functions as a means of inclusion into American society but simultaneously works in the opposite direction. My respondents often and ironically conveyed these images in a vividly racialized language, placing the "suburb" in counterdistinction to another particularly racialized and classed space, the "ghetto." For instance, when I asked Ricky, a thirty-nine-year-old civil engineer, what were some of the reasons he moved to Daly City, he responded by discussing his previous experience of living along the border of San Leandro and Oakland with his uncle's family. While there, he questioned why it was so hard for the African Americans that he encountered in the neighborhood to "do better," saying, "Look, I'm not trying to be, what you thE pErformancE of propErty • Pido • call, racist, but I used to live around a lot of Blacks. I don't know them. But their houses make the neighborhood look bad. How can this be, we live in America and there are so many opportunities to do better." 55 This language reflects how "bourgeois utopias" like Daly City were not only founded on the ideals of private ownership, heteronormative notions of nuclear families, and harmony with nature, but also, more precisely, the exclusion of individuals on the basis of race and class and the enclosure and maintenance of privilege. 56 There is little room within this work to provide the necessary analysis to explain divisions between racial and ethnic groups in Daly City. Examples like Ricky's earlier comment regarding his African American neighbors demonstrate one way that race is continually constituted in relation to other racial and ethnic groups. The constitutive nature of race is often predominated by discourses of class and gender, which together provide a mode of identification and cultural logic for Filipinos and other immigrants who cannot help but understand themselves within U.S. society without observing the racial and ethnic hierarchies that clearly define it. Although the ideal of classlessness conceals divisions and tensions created by these social differentiations, they do not disappear. The formation of Daly City as an ethnic suburban community more clearly conveys how the active racial distancing between racial and ethnic groups functions as the performance of a certain logic, one that creates both the appearance of success and an ambivalent sense of belonging. 57 This is not to say that the Filipino community in Daly City, or the landscape that they continue to transform, is being produced and reproduced into a single, stable, and homogenized place. Not all of the Filipinos in Daly City enjoy the real material benefits that flow from possessing wealth. The representation of classlessness is ultimately an unrealized fantasy. Vergara separates the reality from the myth of class homogeneity in Daly City by exposing the less-developed districts of the city, hidden between the more typically middle-and upper-class neighborhoods. One of Vergara's interviewees, Helen Toribio, discusses the "kind of superficial image" of Daly City by pointing to the Top of the Hill District, which lies in the "old" part of Daly City and is host to a large number of Filipino households. Unlike the more affluent neighborhoods within Westlake or However, the power of the ideal of classlessness rests in precisely this ability to evoke such a "superficial image." While less-privileged Filipinos in Daly City might benefit from the homogenizing effect of living in a suburb, classlessness only functions to absorb the appearance of class distinctions. Filipino immigrants who do not benefit from exorbitant wealth must continue to work very hard to maintain this appearance. Angelica, who moved to Daly City in 1980, was taken aback by the differences between appearance and reality.
When we first arrived, I moved to South San Francisco and then Daly City. We would drive around. Visit friends [in Daly City]. Go to parties, you know? I would think, wow things are nice here. It's not like San Francisco. It's not crowded. Safe, you know. Easy. But after we bought the home, there were so many things to keep making it nice. There are rules about how things are supposed to look. The lawn. You can't keep your trashcan outside. Things like that.
[Laughs] Sure it looks nice. But we work very hard to keep it that way. 59 Many of the respondents alluded to the reality of income disparities when mentioning the difficulty of maintaining their homes. The difficulties around exuding an appearance of classlessness produced several gendered effects as well. It is common for respondents to mention the difficulty of maintaining their homes and lifestyles. Overwhelmed with various debts and basic daily expenses, participants expressed how their income barely allowed them to pay their mortgages. Yet while these difficulties were prevalent, Filipina interviewees continuously mentioned how many of their financial problems derived from consuming more than they could afford, problems that illuminate gendered expectations within notions of Filipino American classlessness.
Olivia, a fifty-four-year-old administrative assistant at the University of California, San Francisco, hospital, explains how her husband carelessly spent money on his family and particularly on her.
I don't know why. Of course some of it was my fault because he would always say that once we got married and moved to the U.S. that I didn't have to work. And that always made me happy. I think he always felt guilty about that. Once we got here, it was just too difficult and even now thE pErformancE of propErty • Pido • I'm still working. In fact, I make more money than he does but we never talk about that. I think maybe to make up for that, he always buys me expensive gifts. Or he tells me to go shopping. He does the same thing for our daughter. He buys her expensive presents. We have a lot of credit card debt but when I try to bring it up, he says that in America, men are expected to provide for their wives and their family. So even though we don't have the money and I make more money than he does, he's happy when I go shopping.
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Others feared that just one mishap could lead to tremendous financial difficulty. For example, when asked what being middle class means, Mel sorrowfully recounts how "you have to work so hard to just be in the middle. It's hard because we have just enough money to be middle class but not enough to get by. If one thing were to go wrong then we'd probably lose everything." Here, the performative value of the middle class becomes evident in Mel's comment, where being middle class is not a stable status but one that must be continuously achieved through various means.
There is more to the apparent invisibility that Vergara and other scholars tend to employ when discussing the settlement of Filipinos in the United States. The classlessness exuding from the "tacky" landscape of Daly City points to a kind of self-imposed invisibility that Filipinos utilize in order to perform citizenship and assert a sense of belonging in the United States. Adding to Richard Walker's economic theory of suburbanization, which holds that the "suburbs are not middle class simply because the middle class lives there; the middle class lives there because the suburbs could be made middle class," 61 I argue that those who live in suburbs could be made middle class.
the power of the amerIcan dream
Much of the sociological literature on homeownership assumes that immigrants purchase homes because owning a home is a good investment and benefits homebuyers all around. 62 According to these scholars, purchasing a home always provides a material asset for children or other individuals once the homeowner passes away or chooses to sell the home. All of the respondents admitted, in different ways, that these economic principles contributed to their decision to buy a home. Once they had become ho-
meowners, however, as alluded to by Mel's comments earlier, the Dream was complicated by the fact that it would take many years for them to pay off the home. Christina, a retired nurse who continues to work informally as a caregiver, explains:
You know, everyone tells you to just buy a home once you come here. They say, that's what it is to be successful in this country, you have a home, you have children, and then you can retire in that home. But nobody tells you that once you buy it, it's not yours for many decades. You're stuck here with this debt. Do I think I have achieved the American Dream? . . . I have been here for almost two decades, and no, I don't think so. I just don't think I have. 63 Given the difficulties of maintaining a home and the economic burden of paying it off, made clear by Christina's response, reasons of economic imperative alone are insufficient for explaining the high rates of homeownership among Filipinos. When asked what the American Dream means, all of my respondents' answers pointed to material success and expanded opportunities. These immigrants left a country that was struggling economically and continues to experience high unemployment. Marcela, who left Manila in 1983, expressed some of her first feelings upon reaching California:
In the Philippines, even if you are middle class, once you graduate from college that's it. You don't have opportunities to achieve very much because your future is already set. It isn't like here in the U.S. where you can leave college and then return. Where you have the opportunity to make something of yourself and achieve the American Dream. . . . In the Philippines, I didn't think I could buy a really nice home. I knew that I could when I came here.
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The allure of homeownership is directly tied to the promises of opportunity enabled by the American Dream and physically represents how hard work means being a good citizen and belonging in America. Patricia Limericks assertion that "of all the persistent qualities in American history the values attached to property retain the most power" is not lost on the waves of immigrants coming from the Philippines and other countries. The belief in the American Dream as owning a home provides a more basic imperative for Filipinos, who not only want to achieve economic stabil-ity in the United States but also are searching for belonging in a country where owning property is directly tied to "being American." Most Filipinos choose to take out mortgages for homes with the goal of one day owning them, even without the assurance that doing so will produce the acceptance that they hope for. While many Filipinos who migrated to the United States after 1965 eventually integrated into relatively well paying positions in the medical and technology fields, most Filipinos lacked the amount of capital to finance their home purchases immediately upon settling into their first homes. Jenny, a Filipina nurse who had worked in Daly City for over three decades, recounts the difficulty she experienced upon arriving to United States, particularly as a newly emigrated woman.
It was just me at first. I was alone for eight months without my husband and kids. His paperwork could not be finished because he wasn't hired yet in California. So he had to stay behind with our kids. I found a cheap apartment that I shared with two other nurses that I worked with. They were all in the same situation. All of our families were in the Philippines. And it was just us women alone for a long time. We found a small apartment in the Excelsior District. It wasn't very expensive and we were able to share utilities . . . but mostly we were there for each other because it gets lonely; especially in those days. I was able to save enough money for the down payment. When I found a house through a friend, my husband joined me for a short while, and helped with the paperwork. By the time my family came, we already had the house and could move right in. We were really fortunate. I don't think we could have done that nowadays.
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Once the first generation of post-1965 Filipino immigrants were able to establish themselves in the United States, however, provisions for family reunification allowed for a surge in Filipino immigration as new arrivals were able to live with family members and save enough money to purchase their homes more quickly.
Numerous Filipinos choose to take out mortgages for homes with the goal of one day owning them, even without the assurance that doing so will produce the acceptance that they hope for. Regardless of whether my Filipino respondents could afford their homes, the choice of purchasing a home was more appealing than investing their money elsewhere. This is because buying a home functions as a material representation of their hard work and signifies their status as Americans, since being a homeowner directly correlates to "achieving the American Dream." What makes this correlation possible is a belief that working hard will lead to success. This sentiment was clearly stated by most of the respondents-at least initially. Nanette, a forty-eight-year-old nurse, says, "You can achieve anything you want as long as you work hard enough for it." The appeal created by the belief that one can attain a home, for instance, as long as one works hard, creates a powerful incentive to act in such a way that this particular liberal ideology becomes a map or logic. The American Dream is the logic. One respondent, Christian, a fifty-three-year-old resident in Westlake, explains, "The first thing you think about when you get a job in the U.S. is how will I get a home here. I looked at my brother, since I was living with his family at the time, and thought, I could have a house like his. Of course, if he can, then I should too! [Laughs] ."
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A high rate of homeownership among immigrants conveys not only the materialization of their hard work but also provides evidence of the desire to belong in a nation-state where hard work means being a good citizen and an American. When understood within the context of differential citizenship and the history of Asian American exclusion, one finds that achieving the American Dream is only partially an economic ideology. Regardless of the difficulty affording a home, immigrants believe that the performance entailed in homeownership represents their successful participation in contributing to American society and hopefully validating their desire to become full citizens in the United States. 67 Mel conveys this belief in the power of homeownership to signal one's belonging when he asserts, "Of course I belong here. Of course I'm American. Nobody can say that I'm not. After all, I bought my home and soon I'll own it. All I have to say [to them] is I live here." The power of the American Dream and the logic it entails supersede the economic rationale assumed of homeownership.
Recently, the real estate crisis has brought the issue of homeownership to the forefront since many Filipinos who did not own their homes were forced into foreclosure. 68 Although unable to provide the exact number of Filipinos who have lost their homes, Rodel Rodis, a prominent editorialist in the San Francisco Bay Area Filipino community, pointed to the fact that not only Daly City but Vallejo, Stockton, and even Las Vegas had an inordi-nate number of foreclosures. Each city is also populated by a high number of Filipinos. Rodis suggested that "the gross incompetence" of subprime loans has "created a toxic brew that have turned these Filipinos' 'American Dream' into an 'American Nightmare.'" 69 Contrary to the assumptions posited by economists and sociologists who claim that homeownership is an obviously prudent choice, there is nothing to say that the American Dream is certain. For those Filipinos who enact the cultural logic of owning a home in suburban Daly City, the American Dream was only as real as the individuals who were truly capable of making it.
property ownershIp and the lImIts of cItIzenshIp
The enactment of the 1990 Immigration Act, which established EB-5 visa provisions, provided a unique opportunity for another class of foreign investors to eventually become U.S. citizens. In exchange for hefty investments in U.S. property, specifically business property, extremely wealthy immigrants would be granted a green card. To qualify for an EB-5 visa, immigrants must invest at least US$1,000,000 in U.S.-based businesses or property, resulting in the creation of at least ten jobs. Designed to stimulate the U.S. economy and contribute aid to struggling U.S. industries, the EB-5 visa provides up to 10,000 immigrant investors the opportunity to eventually become U.S. citizens through property ownership. When once the Alien Land Laws, which prevented "aliens ineligible for citizenship" from owning property or renting property to others, served to directly exclude particular immigrants from settling in the United States and obtaining citizenship, for the moment new laws have been written and enacted to encourage wealthy immigrants to invest in the U.S. economy in exchange for the promise of U.S. citizenship. Like the 1924 and 1965 Immigration Acts, the EB-5 visa channels a very select flow of immigrants into the United States. The United States, in turn, benefits from their capital investments and obtains their allegiance in the form of legal citizenship, thereby keeping the narrative of liberal propertied citizenship intact.
Property ownership, however, does not guarantee that immigrants will be protected from more subtle forms of exclusion inherent within the differentiating effects created by citizenship. Like many other scholars, 70 But what if that community or broader society refuses to allow an individual homeowner to participate as a full member? Asked whether she has experienced any kind of racism at work, Gisele, who graduated from the University of the Philippines, the most prestigious university in the country, with a degree in business, admitted that it's hard to come here and realize that my education doesn't mean very much. When you encounter people who speak English better, it's hard. It's hard to speak even though I spoke English very well in the Philippines. It was one of my strongest subjects. But here, because I spoke with an accent, it was always hard to speak. So I was passed for a lot of promotions. My supervisor even told me, "You know, the only reason you're here is because you're Filipino. We have to fill a quota." It hurt a lot to hear him say this. I deserve to be here, you know. So I just worked hard. I worked very hard.
I: Do these kinds of things happen often? G: Oh yeah, a lot. I try not to think about it but it always happens. 71 Marcela, a thirty-one-year-old nurse in a Serramonte hospital, recalls how one day a patient assumed that she was Mexican and then proceeded to ask her if she would clean the patient's home:
Can you imagine that? I'm a certified nurse. I graduated from USF. She assumed that because I wasn't white my credentials didn't mean anything. And because she even thought I was Mexican, that I worked part-time as a maid. That's double racism right? It didn't matter how hard I work or how much I achieved the American Dream, there are patients who will always think I'm less because I'm not white.
Regardless of their education or socioeconomic background, Filipinos often find themselves just short of experiencing an acceptance as full citizens in the United States. When asked if they had become American, every respondent, regardless of how long he or she had lived here in the United States, some for more than thirty years, unequivocally offered the same reply-he or she stated that they were "Filipino and not American."
Homeownership provides Filipinos one avenue through which they can experience the status of belonging so fundamental to U.S. ideals of thE pErformancE of propErty • Pido • liberal citizenship. However, upon arriving to the United States, while they might attempt to dismiss, ignore, or brush off the alienating effects of various forms of racism, most Filipinos realize that owning a home in a suburban neighborhood does not erase the various racial and class tensions that remain. The logic and power of the American Dream create a map that Filipinos use to navigate around these tensions and exclusions. Owning a home in Daly City represents more than the achievement of a particular economic status. For both Filipinos and non-Filipinos, these achievements represent their acceptance in a place that continually views them as perpetual foreigners. And while working hard and owning a home may never completely remove these markings, pursuing the American Dream provides some respite. It also creates an entry point whereby traditional perceptions of civic engagement and political participation, and even the ill-perceived lack of political involvement among Asian Americans in general, can be reframed. High rates of homeownership among not only Filipino Americans but other Asian American communities as well can also be understood from a framework of transnational citizenship and the continual importance that the homeland plays in the lives of immigrants. As a theater for immigrants to perform citizenship, the practice of homeownership is equally important to conveying messages to family members living abroad and illuminates the ongoing transnational ties that connect them culturally, economically, and politically.
Assimilation theory assumes that immigrants will eventually be fully integrated and accepted into the dominant structures of society. The responses of the people I interviewed suggest that acceptance as full citizens in the United States is unlikely and, for some, even unattainable. The comparatively high rate of homeownership among Filipinos and other Asian American communities, 72 coupled with their tendency to live in suburbs, regardless of whether they can truly afford to do so, can only be partly understood as a strategy for creating capital and assimilating within the dominant fabric of American culture. There is another function that homeownership provides: it offers a way for Filipinos and other immigrants to perform citizenship, navigate around exclusion, and signal their belonging in a nation that is theirs, if only conditionally.
• JaaS , for a compelling discussion on the historical and contemporary patterns of legal exclusion imposed on immigration from Asia and subsequently constituted the racial formation of Asians as unassimilable and foreign in the United States. 6. My use of the term "homeowner" includes both those who own their homes outright and those who are continuing to pay a mortgage and intend to own their homes one day. 7. As a way of destabilizing the notion that citizenship is solely manufactured and administered by the nation-state, the performance of citizenship provides a framework to conceive of the various ways subjects affect and reproduce citizenship in the nation. 
